Forty-six new factors of Fermât numbers are given, along with a summary of the search limits.
Over the past several years the investigation reported here has resulted in the discovery of 46 new factors of Fermât numbers, which are listed in Table 1 (next page). These factors establish the compositeness of 42 Fermât numbers whose character was previously unknown, with FX5, F25, F21, and FX41 having been previously factored. There are currently 161 known prime factors of 132 different Fermât numbers (see [1] and its updates for a summary of other known factors).
The method of factoring used here is similar to that of Hallyburton and Brillhart [3] . To determine whether dk = k • 2" + 1, k odd, divides any Fm = 22"1 + 1, where m < « -2, the congruences 22"1 = -1 (mod dk) are tested as follows. Begin with the residue r¡ = 232 for i = 5. Then compute r¡ = r2_x (mod dk). This operation is repeated until some /' is found with r,■ = -1 (mod dk) or until i = n-2. For any r,, if r¡ = -1 (mod dk), then dk divides F¡.
This method was implemented in C and assembly language for the 4-processor Convex C240. The program takes advantage of Convex's ASAP (Automatic Self-Allocating Processors) mechanism to execute in parallel on all available processors. All important routines are fully vectorized, and most routines are also parallelized. The program first generates a block of the next one million dk's to test, and then uses a sieve to eliminate those dk which are divisible by small primes. The surviving dk are then tested using the above congruence.
Multiprecision numbers are squared by making use of the equality (a ■ 2" + b)2 = a2 • (22" + 2") -(a -b)2 • 2" + b2 • (2" + 1). In this way, a number of length 2« bits can be squared by squaring three numbers of length « bits, plus several shifts and adds. By recursively using this technique, the squaring operation is performed in 0(«158) time. Full multiprecision division is also avoided using the technique described in [2] .
For each «, all dk = k • 2" + 1, k odd, were tested up to a limit k < Lk . These limits are shown in Table 2 (next page).
All numbers in Table 1 are prime, since 22"" = -1 (mod dk), and 2m exceeds the square root of dk in each case. This follows from the « -1 primality test of Proth, Pocklington, Lehmer, et al. Two factors are of particular interest. The factorization of F2^ proves the compositeness of the next member of the sequence 22 + 1 , for « = 3 . The factor of ^35 has a difference n-m = 10, which is tied for the largest for the known factors. Also, it should be noted that Harvey Dubner independently discovered the factors of F¿2o$ and F6390, just a few months after the author. Finally, each factor dk of Fm in Table 1 was also tested to determine whether d2 also divides Fm, by determining if r = Fm (mod d%) equals zero. No square factors were found. These calculations were checked in each case by verifying that r (mod dk) = 0.
